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Ocean covers 70% of earth’s surface.
We have always assumed that it is too big for us to have an effect:
A bottomless pit for all the pollution we throw in but now plastic is found in all 
corners and organisms, with huge gyres of rubbish, and
An unlimited resource for fish, but over the centuries we have fished down species 
after another into near extinction.
But the ocean is not too big for humanity to change; it is not too big to fail.
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Oceans are affected by increases in both 
CO2 concentration and Heat

• CO2 increase causes:
➢Increase in acidity of seawater
➢Damage to shells of marine animals

• Heating causes:
➢Increase in ocean temperature
➢Melting of polar icecaps
➢Sea level rise
➢Changes in ocean currents
➢Feedback effects on weather systems
➢Changes in plant and animal distributions

These are all the things I want to cover today, briefly.
There are many ways that climate change is affecting the ocean; these will not be all 
of them.
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What is causing these changes?
Climate change is caused by increased emissions of 
greenhouse gases that blanket the earth and 
prevent the sun’s heat radiating back into space.

• CO2 levels have increased 47% since the Industrial 

Age:

from 280 ppm to almost 412 ppm 

• This is 10x faster than anytime in the last 55 million 

years, making it difficult for organisms to adapt

The RATE of change is critical because that makes if much more difficult for organisms 
to adapt.
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Timeline of emissions and atmospheric CO2

The graph emphasises how the rate of increase has accelerated since early 1900s.
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Our oceans are a huge buffer for CO2

•Our oceans have absorbed up to half of 
the CO2 humans have released into the 
atmosphere since about 1850

•This has slowed the rate of climate change

But the oceans are suffering.
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CO2 increases acidity of our oceans 

• As CO2 concentration in the atmosphere increases, more 
dissolves in seawater

• CO2 +  H2O forms carbonic acid, making the ocean more 
acidic (lower pH)

• pH of surface waters around Australia has decreased by 0.1 
since the 1850s  (from  pH 8.2 – 8.1)

• This is almost a 30 per cent increase in acidity 

The large increase in acidity for an apparently small change of 0.1 is because the pH 
scale is logarithmic. 
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Why is higher ocean acidity a serious 
problem?
• Many marine organisms form shells of calcium carbonate 

e.g. plankton, coral, oysters, abalone, crayfish …..

• Forming shells is a chemical reaction that is affected by 
pH of water

• And shells dissolve in acid!

Effect of 2100 ocean acidity pH 7.8 on a shell

Larval animals, which make up the zooplankton, are most affected
Their shells become thin or deformed resulting in higher mortality
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Effect on 
increased 
acidity on 
marine 
organisms
1

Aus Dept. of Environment 
and Energy

Green and brown algae can have about 20% increase since CO2 boosts 
photosynthesis; but 80% loss of calcareous red algae
Juvenile Molluscs as mentioned have trouble forming shells, so lead to about 40% 
mortality.
Sea urchins are tougher, with only about 10% affected.
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Effect on 
increased 
acidity on 
marine 
organisms
2

Aus Dept. of Environment 
and Energy

Corals are severely affected; weaker skeletons are more likely to break during storms.
Crustaceans relatively resistant, probably because their shells are mostly chitin, like 
fingernails, not much Calcium
Fish, will suffer greatly from loss of habitat and disruption of the food chain. I also 
suspect larval fish will have deformed skeletons.
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How will increased acidification affect us?

• 30% of the $2 billion Australian seafood 
industry is shellfish 

• The  NSW fishing industry is worth $436 
million annually

• The south coast oyster and abalone 
industries are very important to the local 
economy, and our lifestyle 

• Loss of coastal reefs will allow more coastal 
erosion

• --- and loss of tourism……..

Now, let’s move on from the acidification problem to the effects of global warming.
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Global warming

As levels of 
CO2 have 
increased, 
atmospheric 
heat has also 
increased 

Global temperatures follows closely the CO2 graph, with same acceleration rate.
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Our oceans are a huge buffer for Heat

• They have 
absorbed more 
than 90% of 
atmospheric heat
• Our oceans have 

warmed by an 
average of 1.30C in 
100 years

Our earth would be a lot hotter already if the ocean had not absorbed 90% of the 
heat in the atmosphere.
As you can see, the 1.3 degrees is an average of a wide range.
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More warming in the southern hemisphere

➢SE Australia 
is a hot spot
➢Our seas 
have warmed 
by 20C since 
1910
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Effect of ocean 
warming

Ice cap melting

➢Arctic especially severe  
– all glaciers receding, 
sea ice melting, NW 
passage now often open 

➢Antarctic more variable 
– some glaciers melting, 
some growing due to 
more precipitation
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Sea level rise:   Globally

NASA 2003-2015

Rise caused by melting of polar land ice AND expansion of warmer water

• Global sea 
level has 
risen 20cm 
since 1980

• Predicted to 
rise by 
0.74m by 
2100 (NASA)

Melting of sea ice such as icebergs is not such a big problem.
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Sea level rise:   Locally

Sea level in the 
western Pacific 
Ocean is rising 
2–3 times the 
global average, 
resulting 
in almost 0.3 m 
of net rise since 
1990.

Note the anomaly along the SE coast.
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Effects of sea level rise

• Inundation of densely populated coasts 
and river valleys

• Coastal erosion from tidal and storm 
surges 

• Drowning of many Pacific islands, atolls 
fringed with coral reefs, with mean 
elevations of 1–2 meters 

• Saltwater contamination of aquifers, 
farmland

• Damage to infrastructure – roads, 
buildings etc. Lady Elliott island

That is already happening at Long Beach in Batemans Bay.
Island nations such as Kirabati will lose their land base.
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Climate change affects ocean currents

The big worry in the north Atlantic is the weakening of the Gulf Stream that keeps 
western Europe from freezing.
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Ocean currents and warmer water affect the 
weather

• Ocean currents weakened, e.g. the Gulf stream

• Weaker currents do not redistribute the heat in the ocean

• Warmer water provides more energy for storms, making 
them more frequent and more severe, with higher tidal 
surges

• Marine heat waves becoming more common e.g. 
• causing coral bleaching in 1998, 2002, 2015-16, 2017-18

• melting ice and rain in Antarctica in 2020 and 2022
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Warmer water pushes marine organisms 
polewards

All organisms have ideal temperature ranges

Different organisms respond differently:

• Very mobile animals respond quickly to changes , swimming to more 
favourable temperatures e.g. fish, whales

• Less mobile animals respond more slowly, gradually changing their 
range e.g. sea urchins

• Sedentary plants and animals respond very slowly, dying off when 
temperatures are unfavourable, then reestablishing via larval 
settlement in cooler areas e.g. corals, seaweeds
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How does this 
affect us?  
Fisheries

• Changes in fish ranges can 
disrupt fisheries, especially 
in countries that depend 
on local onshore fisheries 
e.g. sardines

• The  NSW fishing industry 
is worth $436 million 
annually

Many poorer coastal nations depend on local fisheries for their food and livelihood.
A benefit might be more tropical fish down south, but they will displacing the local 
species.
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How does this 
affect us?  
Coral reefs

Coral reefs are very important 
not only for tourism but for 
protecting our northern 
coastline, providing food and 
habitat for many fish:

• But multiple marine 
heatwaves
have killed about 50% of 
reef coral 
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Kelp forests provide a similar 
service for our southern 
shores, as well as absorbing a 
lot of CO2

• But kelp forest are dying: 
over 95% of giant kelp 
forest in Tasmania is 
gone; the remaining 
forests cling on in the 
most southern waters.

How does this 
affect us?  
Kelp forests
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And 50% of NSW kelp 
forests are now urchin 
barrens, especially 
along the south coast 
….
causing loss of habitat 
and biodiversity.

How does this 
affect us?  
Kelp forests
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Why are we losing 
our kelp forests?

• Water is warmer than kelp’s 
ideal growing temperature

• 20 increase is ideal for 
reproduction of long- spined 
sea urchins, Centrostephanus
rodgersii, that eat kelp

• Urchin is extending its breeding 
range south into Tasmania

• Loss of natural urchin predators 
(large crayfish, snapper, groper)

Guerilla Bay Marine  Sanctuary

Any wrasse including groper over 30 cm long eat urchins – urchins have been found in 
their gut.
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Urchin barren on 
Montague Island
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So what can we do 
about it?

Globally:

• Reduce Australia’s greenhouse gas emissions……

• Fully protect more of our oceans in marine parks –
30% x 2030

Locally:

• Reduce our personal greenhouse gas emissions…..

• Increase FULL protection of Batemans Marine Park 
from current 15% to 30% 

• Protect the apex predators to restore ecosystem 
balance

• Work at reducing the numbers of urchins to give the 
kelp a chance

Our previous government Minister, Constance, declared fishing amnesties in six of 
Bateman’s Marine Park’s sanctuary zones. We are still waiting for the compulsory 
mandatory consultation. Now they are rolled into the Review of the Marine Parks.
Research has shown  that the fully protected areas are more resilient to climate 
change.
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Thank you

Eastern Blue Groper      photo Jen Thompson
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HGYj8YItrXA

Urchin barren video
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HGYj8YItrXA
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